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ABSTRACT 
Alternative physical user interfaces, as substitute or completion on 

the traditional physical interface (i.e. keyboard and mouse) and 

graphical interfaces, provide opportunities for a better 

performance on conducting data manipulation. By the exploration 

of data, it is commonly required that a user manipulate a certain 

amount of parameters to see different portions of  the data, see the 

data  from different perspectives, or to find a desired result 

(jacucci, 2004). Preliminary research described qualitative 

benefits of using physical controls over graphic controls (e.g. use 

of both hands, taking advantage of spatial errors). Groth & 

Shamma (2013) explored the use of a DJ mixing deck as physical 

interface and concluded that a “Data DJ” enhance the interaction 

and knowledge of event attendees. This study will continue on 

this results by investigating the applicability of physical interfaces 

to data manipulation, through the use of a DJ deck.  

I present an experiment comparing the use of an 

alternative physical interface, the DJ mixing deck and the 

traditional physical interface for data manipulation tasks. An 

application will be developed what will interact with the use of 

knobs, sliders, buttons and mouse and keyboard to determine the 

differences on data manipulation between the two interfaces. 

Central in this study will be data manipulation of databases with 

corpus of text and tabular data like spreadsheets. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

While the keyboard and mouse belongs to the most used input 

device in the computer history for manipulating data, there is a 

growing interest in the use of  tangible interfaces as a substitute or 

completion on this “traditional” interface. A variety of disciplines 

are already using different kind of tangible interfaces as input 

device; 3D-artists are using sliders to “fly” easier through the 3-

dimensional space and for faster creating or editing 3D-objects,  

video editors for sequencing faster video clips with the use of 

sliders, and disk jockeys for mixing music with the use of a DJ 

deck. Although preliminary studies has shown that the use of an 

“alternative” physical interface provide opportunities for a better 

performance on conducting data manipulation, many domains 

whom are working daily with large multidimensional data sets are 

still working with the traditional interface and are not embracing 

these opportunities.  

 

People who are working with software products like Excel and 

Word of Microsoft Office, are bombarded by hundreds of 

different functions in the form of Graphical User Interface (GUI)  

controls. A problem of the exploration process of data with the 

traditional interface are the many sub steps (i.e. amount of the use 

of parameters) that must be taken to manipulate to the desired 

result. One of the reasons is the limited amount of parameters on 

the keyboard and mouse. Greenberg & Boyle (2002) states that 

the GUI must correct all the data manipulation options by nesting 

these, for example in drop down menus and dialog boxes. An 

effect of the nested functions, who are not present on the top level 

of the GUI makes it hard for the user to navigate and some 

functions will be undiscovered. Otherwise there are also functions 

that are visible on the top level, while an user not want to use 

these with the result of a decrease in the users attention. Rekimoto 

& Sciammarella (2000) stated a second disadvantage of the nested 

options: the users needs to open and close these menus and dialog 

boxes frequently according to conduct different tasks. This result 

in a need of bigger computer displays which again increase more 

time-consuming movement of the mouse.  

 

In this study will be disputed if the mouse interacting with GUI 

controls for data manipulation is better than the use of an 

alternative physical interface, as also is done in previous work. 

Greenberg & Boyle (2002) summarized why a tangible interface 

offers a number of advantages over the use of a graphical 

interface; controls are visible, thus are easier to locate and 

acquire, bimanual interaction as input is possible, instead of a 

GUI in the workspace, space will be saved for more humans 

attention, physical controls are usually top level, and following 

Groth & Shamma (2013) for better precision and fine-grained 

control.  

 

In response to the described drawback of the traditional interface 

and opportunities of alternatives, this study will evaluate the 

applicability of alternative physical interfaces pertaining to the 

combination of the mouse acting over GUI controls for data 

manipulation. I assert, as also the prelimanary study does, that the 

use of alternative physical interface with sliders, knobs and 

buttons could enhance the performance of the execution of tasks. 

There is a need for extending on the lean previous work on the 

mapping of the physical controls. 

 

I propose an experiment comparing the use of an alternative 

physical interface, the DJ mixing deck and the traditional physical 

interface for data manipulation tasks. An application will be 

developed what will interact with the use of knobs, sliders, 

buttons and the mouse and keyboard to determine the differences 

of the applicability between the two interfaces. Central in this 
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study will be data manipulation of databases with corpus of text 

and tabular data like spreadsheets.   

 

The goals of this study are:  

1. Identify, define and perform a spectrum of essential data 

manipulation functions. 

2. Prove if a physical alternative interface with slider 

knobs and buttons could improve the workflow of data 

manipulation with the use of tabular data and corpus of 

text.  

3. Define if there are difference in the use of physical 

parameters workflow between low complex tasks and 

high complex tasks.  

4. Prove that bimanual interaction will be used by the 

proposed database in this paper. 

  

2. RELATED WORK 
 

Strong arguments are settled, to justify the use of an alternative 

device for manipulating data. In this section will be tried to 

outline the opportunities extracted out of relevant work and the 

reasons for a need to study further on the use of a tangible 

interface and data manipulation.   

Jacucci (2004) discuss that in many cases the exploration process 

of data is more important than the final result. User attention 

during this process plays an important role to manipulate 

parameters to see different portions or perspective of data to 

gaining a desired result. As is mentioned in the introduction, GUI 

controls requires screen space what results in distraction. The use 

of physical controls could separate these by the use of graspable 

direct manipulated controls.  

Swindells, Tory, & Dreezer (2009) did a study to the use of 

sliders, compared with the Mouse and Pen interfaces on parameter 

manipulation. The experiment involved a color matching task of 

data exploration by manipulating several parameters. The results 

shown that the participants spend up to 95% of the visual 

fixations on physical sliders pertaining to the mouse and pen. The 

paper concludes that users who are performing high cognitive 

loads tasks, requires much more users visual attention by using 

the pen or mouse with respect to the slider interface. Still they 

discuss that bimanual parameter interaction was not really 

necessary in their scenario tasks and thus not investigated well. 

For this study physical knobs and buttons will be addressed 

besides of the sliders to enhance the use of bimanual interaction.  

McKelvin, et al. (2003), considered the way a disc jockey mix 

music by interacting with sliders, buttons and knobs can be used 

as interface for moving through earthquake data.  The goal of their 

study was to use of this interaction methaphor to facilitate the 

discovery of temporal and spatial patterns in a catalog of seismic 

events by enabling real-time physical interaction with the data. 

The study used a control box with slider, and a button with real-

time earth quake data. The results shows an improvement of 

allowing the user to concentrate on the data patterns and not the 

mechanics of interaction.  

Groth & Shamma (2013), explored also the use of a DJ mixing 

deck as physical interface to perform summaries of social media 

produced at live events. They investigated the overlap between 

music and data mixing as performance and concluded that a “Data 

DJ” also enhance the interaction and knowledge of event 

attendees. Crider, et al., (2007) did a similar study with the use of 

a mixing board for data manipulation purposes. In the paper is 

investigated if physical controls can enhance the user engagement 

by mapping the controls and used an overlaid digital display on 

the board by the use of a beamer. The databases existed out of 

images to create a new render of medical images. Different 

conclusions were drawn: (1) the way the mixing board is used 

depends largely on the task. (2) the overlaid display on the mixing 

board enhances tasks that spatially combine the visualization and 

the interface. (3) the mixing board facilitate a better use of the 

space. (4) With tasks what requires many adjusting of the 

parameters, lead to more efficient interaction.  

This study will continue on these results by investigating the 

applicability of physical interfaces to data manipulation. Instead 

of using a database of earth quake data, images or social media 

data, there will be explored if these benefits are also applicable for 

universal huge databases of spreadsheets and corpus of text. Other 

studies still not proved bimanual interaction is enhanced by 

physical controls, I assert that using the proposed universal  

database in this study can prove this.  

 

3. RESEARCH QUESTION 
 

As described in previous sections there are already some studies 

done with positive results on the use of alternative physical 

interface. This study has the aim to extend on this research to 

check the feasibility of physical interfaces who are using sliders, 

knobs and buttons of people who are working daily with huge (i.e. 

more than hundreds or thousands files of data) data sets.  

Based upon the related work, the following research question and 

sub-questions are defined: 

 Is an alternative physical interface with respect to the 

traditional interface more applicable for data 

manipulation with datasets of tabular data and corpus of 

text? 

o What are the parameters and operators needs in 

manipulating data of information-intensive-

domains?  

o Is a DJ Deck useable for manipulating and 

aggregating a huge amount of data set?   

o Does the DJ deck enhance the bimanual interaction 

of a user? 

o Are there differences between easy tasks and more 

comprehensive tasks during the exploration 

process? 

o Does the physical interface complete a task faster 

than graphical sliders with the mouse?  

o Are there differences in users with skills in the 

traditional or alternative interface while conducting 

tasks? 

 

5.  METHODOLOGY 
For this study an application will be build what can interact with a 

“DJ deck” and a “keyboard and mouse”. To build this application 

there is a need for insights in the requirements of the operators 

and parameters that must be contained in the application for data 

manipulation purposes. After these requirements are specified, the 



application will be developed with parameters and operators 

mapped to the DJ Deck and mouse. The research approach is 

divided in three phases in chronological order:  

(1) Analysis: information for the requirements of parameters and 

operators that are needed for the experiment will be gathered. 

With requirements engineering a questionnaire will be conducted, 

in the meantime a literature study will be conducted and cross-

checked to have credible specifications of the required operators 

and parameters. Out of the specified list of requirements, will be 

determined what is possible and what not with the DJ Deck.  

(2) Implementation: during the implementation process, the 

application will be built upon the established requirements and 

with a pilot experiment with a minimum of four end-users will be 

evaluated if there are missing operators or parameters for the 

described scenarios and it will be tested on errors.  

(3) Evaluation of the applicability by experimenting the different 

scenario tasks of manipulating data. The experiment will be 

divided in two target groups, the first group exist out of users 

working intensive with huge sets of tabular and text data. The 

second target group are disk jockeys who are already familiar with 

the use of a DJ deck. This last target group will be used to 

evaluate if skills plays a role during the manipulation of the data. 

In Table 1 is the setup shown, during the experiment the 

participants will be observed.  

 

Participants Experiment 

1. Users working 

intensive with 

huge sets of 

databases  

1. Conducting the different scenarios with the 

traditional physical interface, keyboard and 

mouse 

2. Conducting the different scenarios with the 

proposed physical interface, a DJ deck 

1. DJs 

1. Conducting the different scenarios with the 

traditional physical interface, keyboard and 

mouse 

2. Conducting the different scenarios with the 

proposed physical interface, a DJ deck 

Table 1 

 

5. PLANNING 
 

Week Tasks 

6 Literature study to manipulation parameters and 

operators 

7 Creating questionnaires 

8 Conduct questionnaires 

9 Specify requirements and describe scenario 

tasks 

10 Develop application 

11 Develop application  

12 Unforeseen tasks 

13 Find participant and conduct pilot test 

14 Specify problems and improve application  

15 Find participants  

16 Conduct experiment target group 1 

17 Conduct experiment target group 2 

18 Unforeseen tasks 

19 Write thesis  

20 Write thesis 

21 Write thesis 

22 Midterm presentation, 31 Mai 

23 Write thesis 

24 Write thesis  

25 Finish thesis and make final presentation 

26 Unforeseen tasks 
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